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Anjali Enjeti

THE PARTED EARTH
• Hub City Press | FICTION | May 2021 (PDF available)
………………………………………………..………

•AUDIO (4-way auction) – Novel Audio
…………………………………….……………
"The Parted Earth is an epic novel of home and homeland,
family and community, love and betrayal. In Anjali Enjeti’s deft hands,
the story of a woman’s search for her grandfather, and for a connection to the
ancestors, is brought to life. A fantastic debut."
—Laila Lalami, author of The Other Americans

"Epic in scope, intimate in the telling, Anjali Enjeti's The Parted Earth
is a devastating portrayal of Partition and the trauma it wreaked in the generations
that followed … A magnificent debut."
--Vanessa Hua, author of A River of Stars
"A deeply affecting novel about the ways in which the fates of individuals and the
sub-continent itself were fractured by Partition as well as the magic by which we
find our way back to ourselves and each other through time and space."
—Nayomi Munaweera, author of What Lies Between Us

A cross between Jess Walter’s Beautiful Ruins and Tatiana De Rosnay’s
Sarah’s Key, and for fans of Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko, Anjali Enjeti’s debut
novel is a heartfelt and human portrait of the long shadow the Partition of India cast on three generations of women.
The story begins in New Delhi in August 1947, as 16-year-old Deepa navigates the changing politics of her home,
finding solace in messages of intricate origami from her secret boyfriend Amir. It also begins 60 years later and half a
world away in Atlanta as Deepa’s granddaughter Shan, recovering from a lost pregnancy and the implosion of her
marriage, starts the search for her estranged grandmother.
Spanning more than half a century, Enjeti’s The Parted Earth follows hypnotic characters on their search for identity
after loss uproots their lives. It is, above all, a novel about families weathering the lasting violence of separation, and
how it can often take a lifetime to find unity and peace.
Anjali Enjeti is an award-winning journalist, activist, and a well-known book critic. Her recent essays and articles have
appeared in the Washington Post, Newsday, The Nation, Longreads, The Georgia Review, Guernica, Al Jazeera , and The
Paris Review. This first novel is part of the Cold Mountain Fund Series, in partnership with Charles Frazier.
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James O. Goldsborough
BLOOD AND ORANGES
• City Point Press | FICTION | March 2021 (PDF available)
“The hair-raising tale of the powerful growth of an immature city into a world-class
one…engorged with religion, sex, murder and indelible characters.”
—Lee Grant, former Arts editor and film critic, Los Angeles Times
“James Goldsborough tells the story of a modern-day Cain and Abel, looking inside the
industries of oil exploration, property development and large-scale religion.”
—David Farmer, CNN and Fox News Bureau Chief, Los Angeles
“Goldsborough brings to life a dynamic tapestry of narratives
in this unique work of historical fiction.”
—Sascha Rice, award-winning filmmaker, director of California State of Mind

Following three generations of a single bloodline, this action-packed historical
novel is packed with pride, vanity, and betrayal, taking us from the roaring ’20s
to the fiery ’90s in America's favorite left coast city.
The Mull brothers, identical twins Willie and Eddie, arrive in Los Angeles with the
aqueduct and they rise with the city. With the aqueduct comes unimagined
wealth, growth, crime, death, and destruction; oil derricks on the beaches, highways covering the orchards, gilded
church domes in place of brick and ivy, the floating casinos in Santa Monica Bay, and Hollywood.
Willie and Eddie could not be more different, but they have much to answer for, especially to their children. Maggie and
Lizzie, Eddie’s daughters, loathe their father’s corrupted wealth. Cal, Willie’s son, hates his uncle Eddie’s reckless
exploitation of the city and his father’s irresistible attraction to Sister Angie. The children seek to atone, but in turn face
the rebellion of the grandchildren.
James Oliver Goldsborough is an award-winning writer with a 40-year career in journalism. He spent 15 years in
Europe as a foreign correspondent for the New York Herald Tribune, International Herald Tribune, Newsweek Magazine,
and the Toronto Star. He is the author of several books, including The Paris Herald, Waiting for Uncle John, The
Misfortunes of Wealth, and Rebel Europe.

Mairead Case

TINY

• Featherproof | FICTION | October 2020 (PDF available)
“Case doesn’t so much retell Antigone as perform a cover—different singer, different
arrangement—on the theme of burying a brother ... She is a scrupulous witness of the body,
the ethics of freedom, and the particular ways that love connects us.”
—Robert Glück, author of Margery Kempe
“Tiny offers a bouquet of feelings to expand the possibilities of this defiant dreaming that
illuminates a shimmering pathway between night and day, a way to flail on the dance floor
toward freedom, transforming everyday violation into collective joy.”
—Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore, author of The Freezer Door

A contemporary poetic retelling of Sophocles' Antigone, where, instead of two
brothers who kill each other in a civil war, Tiny has a brother who kills himself after
coming home from a far-away war. Teenage Tiny is messed up by his death, but
she also understands it in a way that her dad and the government just can't. Tiny
misses her brother, forever, but she escapes being frozen in grief, with the help of
her best friend Izzy, boyfriend Hank, and a collective dance night held in an old artificial limb store. Using different
perspectives and desires, facts from plants and history, and brass knuckles and Frankie Knuckles, Tiny delves into how
we mourn and move on.
Mairead Case is a teacher, writer, and editor in Denver. She publishes widely and wrote the novel See You in the
Morning and the poetry chapbook Tenderness.
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William Arkin

HISTORY IN ONE ACT
• Featherproof | FICTION | January 2021
We all know how it ends, but as lives collide and events unfold, we come to
understand that 9/11 was neither the beginning nor the end, that everyone has a
reason for what they do, that individuals do matter, and indeed that history can be
created in one act.
In this unique work of “friction,” fully footnoted and based on original documents,
bestselling author, award-winning journalist and national security expert William
Arkin presents an alternate record of true history. It’s a look not just into the minds
of those involved but into our own world; one that challenges our views of the
administrations of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, and the events of that
momentous day.
This fresh retelling of 9/11 is filled with revelation and insight about the realm of al
Qaeda as it grows in strength and moves toward its world-changing attacks. This
debut novel also infiltrates the secret domain of American espionage, with its own plans, seeking to use what is coming
as the means to achieve its own holy grail of national security.
Arkin presents a complicated story where nobody's hands are clean. And he forces the reader to grapple with a new
understanding for why this 9/11 attack happened in the first place; and how our indifference to the human strivings and
grievances of the perpetrators made us blind then and makes us blind today.
William M. Arkin has been working in national security for over 40 years. His award-winning reporting has appeared
on the front pages of the Washington Post, New York Times, and Los Angeles Times and he was a veteran NBC News
analyst. His books include Unmanned: Drones, Data, and the Illusion of Perfect Warfare; Top Secret America: The Rise
of the New American Security State; and American Coup: Martial Life and the Invisible Sabotage of the Constitution. His
next nonfiction, The Generals Have No Clothes will release in April 2021 from S&S.

Leyna Krow

I'M FINE, BUT YOU APPEAR TO BE SINKING
• Featherproof | FICTION/Stories | 2019
A writer to watch – Leyna Krow’s story called Sinkhole
has been picked up by Jordan Peele who is making the movie starring Issa Rae.
It is NOT part of this collection. But Krow’s stories here are worth your look.

…………………………………………………

"A crackling wit, an inventive vitality, a laser eye for the silent currents between people, and a
sneaky emotional power.” —Shawn Vestal, author of Daredevils and Godforsaken Idaho

Although they’re not directly linked, this story collection is bound together through
reoccurring imagery and a shared theme of emotional peril. The settings may be
conventional but they’re unexpected, even magical: a couple speculates about random
objects appearing in their backyard; neighbors try to figure out if a local meth dealer is
keeping a live tiger captive on his property; a journalist lost at sea and hunted by a
mythical ocean creature struggles with loneliness and isolation in much the same way
he does when he’s safe at home. At their core, they are imbued with mystery, oddity,
humor, and empathy, but what it really wants to show us is that we’re never really alone—especially when we’re certain
we are.
Leyna Krow’s stories have appeared in Hayden’s Ferry Review, Prairie Schooner, Ninth Letter , and other publications.
This is her debut collection.
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Dr. Jamie Koufman

THE CHRONIC COUGH ENIGMA
Acid Reflux, Asthma, and Recalcitrant Cough
THE PATH TO A CURE
Foreword by Suze Orman

• Katalitix Media | RESPIRATORY DISEASES | New PREFACE
RIGHTS: GERMAN-AT AUCTION/ VAK
POLISH / Studio Astropsychologiio
Hundreds of millions of people worldwide suffer with a chronic cough, and in this
Covid-19 era, a cough can be scarier than ever! National expert and bestselling
author Dr. Jamie Koufman has spent almost 50 years successfully managing the
recovery of thousands of long-suffering cough patients, mostly patients who have
been frustrated by a lack of treatment options, or whose problems have been
unresponsive to past treatment, be it for asthma or shortness of breath. The
typical patient who comes to her office has been coughing for more than a
decade.
This volume, now with a new preface, provides the many who suffer from chronic cough with potentially life-changing
information, and the possibility of being cured. The Chronic Cough Enigma gives self-diagnosis help and practical
treatment answers about how to cure cough with diet, lifestyle, and natural remedies. It explains how sick nerves, also
known as “neurogenic cough” (the second most common cause of chronic cough) is diagnosed and treated.
Dr. Jamie Koufman is the New York Times bestselling author of Dropping Acid: The Reflux Diet Cookbook & Cure. She
is one of the world's leading authorities on reflux disease and cough. Koufman founded and directed the Voice Institute
of New York and was a Professor of Clinical Otolaryngology at New York Medical College. As a surgeon, she pioneered
laryngeal framework surgery and performed voice (vocal cord) reconstruction surgery. Koufman is a past president of
the American Bronchoesophagological Association. She has received the Honor Award and the Distinguished Service
Awards of the American Academy of Otolaryngology, as well as the Casselberry Award and a Presidential Citation from
the American Laryngological Association. Dr. Koufman coined the terms laryngopharyngeal reflux, silent reflux, and
airway reflux.

Christina Ward

HOLY FOOD

Recipes and Foodways from Cults, Communes, and new religious
Movements
• Feral House | COOKING/HISTORY | August 2021
• 75 B&W images
Does God have a recipe? In Holy Food Christina Ward explores the influence of
orthodox and unorthodox beliefs on modern food and the origins of rules, taboos,
feasting, and fasting in assorted religions. She investigates food regulations since
Pythagoras told followers to not eat beans; from Kosher and Halal rules to Catholic
limits on Friday’s meals; from Latter Day Saint’s shunning coffee to Quakers’
abstaining from meat. Ward also examines the explosion of new religious
movements, skillfully navigating between cookbooks, academic text, and
interviews.
Christina Ward is a food historian and writer who was recently featured in
Padma Lakshmi’s TV series Taste the Nation. She is the author of American
Advertising Cookbooks and Preservation: The Art and Science of Canning,

Fermentation and Dehydration.
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Caron Butler, NBA All-Star
and justin a. reynolds

SHOT CLOCK (1st book in series)
• HarperCollins/Tegan Books | MIDDLE GRADE SERIES |
2022 and 2023 (proposal available)

Think Amar’e Stoudemire’s Stats series
meets Kwame Alexander’s Crossover series
From former NBA All-Star Caron Butler (l.) and justin a. reynolds comes the first book in a new series about a young boy
– the kind of kid who is all too often unseen and overlooked – who finds his place on a basketball team coached by a
former All-Star who returned to his hometown. It will explore the transformative impact of playing basketball in a place
and at a time when kids are struggling. But they are kids who have a lot more to offer the world than just a jump shot.
Each book will be told from a different player’s perspective as the team strives for victory on the court and our heroes
learn to follow their dreams beyond the backboard.
Caron Butler is a former two-time NBA All-Star, currently a TV commentator on ESPN, NBC, TNT and NBA TV, and
host of The Tuff Juice Podcast. His memoir Tuff Juice: My Journey from the Streets to the NBA was published by Lyons
Press. Tuff Juice is being produced as a film by Mark Wahlberg. Caron is also an entrepreneur, philanthropist and
activist who is enthusiastic about hosting a range of school and community visits as part of the series outreach.
Prominent kidlit author justin a. reynolds’ work has been translated into seventeen languages. His Opposite of Always
was an Indies Introduce selection, a School Library Journal Best Book, and is being developed for film with Paramount
Players. His second novel, Early Departures, is releasing this month from Tegan Books.

Martin Olson

THE CONQUEST OF HEAVEN
ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF HELL II
An Invasion Manual for Demons Concerning the Celestial Realm
and the Angelic Race Which Infests It
Illustrated by Tony Millionaire & Mahendra Singh

• Feral House | SATIRE/RELIGION/DARK ARTS | August 2021
• 300 B&W images

Encyclopaedia of Hell II is a disgraceful tour de force of literary blasphemy, a
la Neil Gaiman’s Good Omens!
Herein autistic demon scholars curate The True Hidden History of Satan’s rogue
mission – to conquer Heaven, kill his Creator and take over the Universe. Pickled
with paradoxy, puzzles and paranoia, here lie terrible cosmic secrets stolen from
God’s Library including the mystery of why God created Satan (never mind
mosquitoes), cellulite, and murder hornets. Martin Olson’s savage wit provides
the firepower for a preposterous literary feat in the vein of Mark Twain and Ambrose Bierce. Encyclopaedia of Hell I: An
Invasion Manual for Demons Concerning the Planet Earth and the Human Race Which Infests It was a bestseller for
Feral House in 2011.
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John Zerzan

WHEN WE ARE HUMAN
Notes from the Age of Pandemics
• Feral House | POLITICAL SCIENCE | July 2021
These are dark times, challenging us to go deeper to grasp the roots and
dynamics of the looming civilizational crisis. To deny or avoid this fact is to remain
in the sphere of the superficial, the irrelevant. The physical environment is
reaching the catastrophe stage as the seas warm, rise, acidify, and fill with
plastics. Icebergs float past beachgoers who are idly watching the planet die.
Social existence is beset by mass shootings, rising suicide rates, slipping longevity,
loneliness, anxiety, and the maddening stream of lies and concocted politics.
Anti-civilization theorist and philosopher John Zerzan trains his passionate focus
on several fields of discourse: anthropology, history, philosophy, technology,
psychology, and the spiritual; points of light that become a kaleidoscope refracting
new insights and contributing an overall picture of late civilization. Zerzan’s
original essays serve readers a view of possible renewal on every level.
American anarchist and primitivist philosopher and author John Zerzan’s most recent work is A People's History of
Civilization. His four previous works criticize agricultural civilization as inherently oppressive, and advocate drawing upon
the ways of life of hunter-gatherers as an inspiration for what a free society should look like.
Martin Olson, legendary comedic writer and veteran of Disney cartoons and the Boston Comedy Scene, is a first rate
satirist whose work has appeared on numerous series on HBO, CBS, FX and Comedy Central.

Tea Krulos

AMERICAN MADNESS
The Story of the Phantom Patriot and How Conspiracy Theories
Hijacked American Consciousness
• Feral House | MEDIA/CONSPIRACY | September 2020
“This is a fantastic, must-read book, and one that you’ll find impossible to put down.”
–Milwaukee Record

Q-Anon. Fake News. Crisis actors. Mainstream
news media struggles to understand the power
of social media while conspiracy advocates,
malicious political movements, and even foreign
governments have long understood how to
harness the power of fear and the fear of power
into lucrative outlets for outrage and money.
Tea Krulos investigates and explains the power
of conspiracy and its long-term effect on people
who believe barely believable stories. He tells the story of one man, Richard McCaslin, who's fractured thinking made
him the ideal consumer of even the most arcane of conspiracy theories. McCaslin is not alone, as conspiracy-driven
political action has bubbled its way up from the margins of society to the White House. It’s no longer a lone deranged
kook convinced of getting secret messages from a cereal box, now its slick videos and well-funded outrage campaigns
ready to peddle the latest innuendos and lies in hopes of harnessing the chaos for political gain. What is the long term
effect on people who believe these barely believable stories? Who benefits, and who pays the price? Krulos investigates
and explains the power of conspiracy and the resulting shared madness on the American psyche.
Tea Krulos’s books include Apocalypse Any Day Now: Deep Underground with America’s Doomsday Preppers and
Heroes in the Night: Inside the Real Life Superhero Movement. His writing appears in New York Press, The Guardian,
Boston Phoenix, Scandinavian Traveler, and The Onion.
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Sandra Niemi

GLAMOUR GHOUL
The Passions and Pain of the Real Vampira, Maila Nurmi
• Feral House | BIOGRAPHY | October 2020
Maila Nurmi, the beautiful and sheltered daughter of Finnish immigrants, stepped
off the bus in 1941 Los Angeles intent on ﬁnding fame and fortune, and that she
did. Nurmi had an eclectic career - dancer, stripper, actress, and artist – but she
was best known as Vampira, the late-night TV hostess who exuded an
aggressive sexuality and more than a hint of danger. Her eyebrows arched, her
nails as long as daggers, her waist cinched to a tiny circumference, and her long
black hair swirling around her, she shocked, titillated, angered, and seduced.
Maila’s niece Sandra Niemi, via diaries, notes, and family stories, brings Vampira
to life in a bold and fresh way, offering new insights into her relationships with
Orson Welles, James Dean, and Marlon Brando among others, and ﬁlling in the
nuances of her life prior to fame. Also, Sandra elaborates on Maila’s struggles
after the limelight faded, and how she found a new community within the punk
scene, where she was embraced as one of their own.

Dr. Jeremy M. Levin (editor)

BIOTECHNOLOGY IN THE TIME OF COVID-19
Commentaries from the Front Line
•RosettaBooks | SCIENCE ESSAYS & COMMENTARY | June 2020
Pandemics have killed at least a half billion people over the past two millennia.
Today’s new plague, COVID-19, is stalking humanity, but in the age of
biotechnology, humanity is no longer defenseless. Biotechnology in the Time of
COVID-19 is a collection of stories about the biotechnology industry—its
purpose, its people and how it has risen to battle the COVID-19 virus—told by
47 leaders of that industry in their own words.
The industry is an ecosystem of scientists, doctors, patients, entrepreneurs,
investors, bankers, analysts, and reporters all committed to treating and curing
disease. It has been built over the past 40 years, producing medical advances at
an electrifying rate. As the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, within just two
months hundreds of companies pivoted to apply their technologies to combat
the virus.
Contributors include top executives and CEOs at Moderna, BIO, Genentech,
Pfizer, Bayer, Beigene, Takeda, Insilico, ZaiLabs, Merck, and Sanofi, They reflect on the intersection of pandemics,
society, inventors, investors and science, providing informative and insightful views of how their industry as a whole is
impacted by the current crisis, and how it is responding.
Dr. Jeremy M. Levin is Chairman and CEO of Ovid Therapeutics Inc and chairman of the Biotechnology Innovation
Organization (BIO). He is the recipient of the Albert Einstein Award for Leadership in Life Sciences and the B'nai B'rith
Award for Distinguished Achievement.
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Hersch Wilson

FIREFIGHTER ZEN
A Field Guide to Thriving in Tough Times
• New World Library | SELF-HELP | August 2020
“Unflinchingly honest…full of the bittersweet wisdom of hard experience.”
—Hampton Sides, bestselling author of Ghost Soldiers and In the Kingdom of Ice
“Wise and practical, simple yet profound.”—Gary Kowalski, author, Goodbye, Friend
“Clean, elegant… light, dark, funny, tragic, and compelling, and always instructive.”
— Cary Johns Griffith, author of Gunflint Burning and Lost in the Wild

“Tackling unexpected problems and events…particularly notable and needed in this new
age of pandemic challenges.”—Midwest Book Review

Hersch Wilson spent his life walking toward, rather than away from, danger and
suffering. In this unique collection of true stories and practical wisdom, the
firefighter shares the Zen-like techniques that allow people like him to stay
grounded while navigating danger, comforting others, and coping with their
personal response to each crisis. As in Zen practice, firefighters are trained to be
fully in the moment and present to the heartbeat at hand. Each of five sections in the book applies the firefighter’s
experience to everyone’s daily lives. Readers learn to maintain perspective and equilibrium even in the middle of a
pandemic, and to prepare for adversity as well as aftermath and recovery.
In addition to decades as a volunteer firefighter, Hersch Wilson is also a writer, speaker, and consultant. He’s worked
extensively with leadership teams from Kodak, IBM Japan, Altria, the CIA, and Kraft Foods, to name a few companies.
He’s co-written national business bestsellers with Larry Wilson, including the award-winning Playing to Win!: Choosing
Growth Over Fear in Work and in Life (in its 14th printing).

Deb Boelkes

HEARTFELT LEADERSHIP
How to Capture the Top Spot and Keep on Soaring
and

THE WOW FACTOR WORKPLACE
How to Create a Best Place to Work Culture
• Business World Rising | BUSINESS/COMMUNICATION |January & April 2020
In this brave new Covid world, WORK is a whole new ball game, and the playbook for
working effectively and being an understanding, inspiring and effective leader is being
completely rewritten.
The caring style of leadership is ever more crucial. It’s not only good for business, it’s the
absolute best way to lead, according to leadership expert Deb Boelkes. In Heartfelt
Leadership she explores and explains what it takes to inspire and create the kind of
environment where people feel appreciated and respected; where everyone gives their best
efforts; where amazing results are consistently achieved; and where hardly anyone wants
to leave. This volume is filled with sure-fire formulas for putting your career and your
organization on the fast track to success.
In The Wow Factor Workplace Boelkes gives you real insights and action steps on how
to become the kind of leader everyone wants to work for. She offers strategies, tips and
tools for creating an exceptional working environment because, no matter what people do
for a living, no matter their title or salary, everyone wants to feel appreciated for their
efforts by their companies and their direct managers.
Deb Boelkes is an authority on helping businesses create workplaces where the best and
most talented people line up to get in. She is a prominent keynote speaker and symposium
producer, and has written for CNN Business, The Standard, Young Upstarts, and Buzz,
among others.
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Ellen Notbohm

TEN THINGS EVERY CHILD WITH AUTISM WISHES YOU KNEW
(THIRD EDITION - Revised and Updated)
….Over 250,000 copies sold in the USA, more than 45 rights deals made…….
Current in print editions:
ALBANIAN/Altera
ARABIC/Scientific Publishing Ctr
AZERBAIJANI/Teas Press
CHINESE/Huaxia
BRAZIL & PORTUGAL/Inspirado Pelo Autismo
CZECH/Portal
HEBREW/Matar
ITALIAN/Erickson
FRENCH(Europe)/Dunod FRENCH (NA)/Hurtubise
POLISH/Jagielloński
HUNGARIAN/Autisták Országos Szövetsége
VIETNAMESE/Panda
KOREAN/Hanulim
TAIWAN/Morning Star
TURKISH/Andante

One of the autism community’s most beloved classics worldwide, Ten Things Every Child
with Autism Wishes You Knew illuminates the surprising breadth of our power of choice
and compassionately helps readers recognize that while they may feel overwhelmed, scared,
and sometimes paralyzed, they are never powerless when it comes to their child. Multiple award-winning author Ellen
Notbohm has informed, delighted, and guided millions with this book since its first publication in 2005.
“This third edition is without exception the best yet!” —Jim Ball, Past Chair, Autism Society of America

“Essential reading for people who are important in your child’s life, be it teachers, therapists, family members, neighbors and even
the bus driver.” —Lindsey Biel, author, Raising a Sensory Smart Child
Also available 1001 Great Ideas for Teaching and Raising Children with Autism or Asperger's and Ten Things Your

Student with Autism Wishes You Knew.

Christina Adams

CAMEL CRAZY

A Quest for Miracles in the Mysterious World of Camels
•New

World Library | HEALTH/CULTURE/SCIENCE | 2019

RIGHTS: Arabic deal pending
“This is a book that can change the world.”
— Caroline Leavitt, New York Times bestselling author, Pictures of You
“I want everyone I know to read this book.”
—Jennifer Pastiloff, bestselling author, On Being Human
“Fascinating and important.”–Sy Montgomery, National Book Award Finalist, Soul of an Octopus
“Fascinating…heroic. A joy to read.” –Richard McCarthy, executive director, Slow Food Intl.
“Mesmerizing…enchanting, eloquent and exciting.” –Ricki Lewis, author, The Forever Fix

“Adams’s observations of medical signs and symptoms are on par with a neurologist’s clinical skills.
An excellent introduction to camels and their milk.”—Caroline Choan, MD, Neurologist
“It will teach you things you never imagined and move you to tears.”
—Mary Morris, author of All the Way to the Tigers
“Powerful, passionate, and convincing.”—Randy Fertel, PhD, author, The Gorilla Man

When Christina Adams, a journalist by training, discovered that camel’s milk might help her son with autism, she started
a journey she never expected. A faraway doctor helped her bring the milk into America and her son got dramatically
better. Adams wanted to know more, so off she went to find camels; to understand why camels are cherished, regarded
as family members, and hailed as healers; and to help make camels the second-fastest growing livestock in the world
because of new demand for their milk. Meeting camels face to face, Adams found the creatures fascinating: large teeth
and height scared her even as their soft lips and gentle, curious eyes won her over. Along with Adams, you’ll visit the
camel farms of Arab royals; meet passionate Amish farmers, elusive Indian camel caregivers and white-swathed Tuareg
nomads. But the most fascinating characters in Camel Crazy are the camels themselves. Cute and mischievous but also
huge, adept fighters, they are the inspiration for this moving and rollicking ode to “camel people” and the creatures they
— and readers will — adore.
Christina Adams is an award-winning writer and speaker, and the author of A Real Boy: A True Story of Autism, Early
Intervention and Recovery (Berkley). Her work appears in The Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, LA Times

Magazine, Gulf News, Dubai One, GOOD, Open Democracy, OZY, Autism File, Global Advances in Health and Medicine,
WebMD, The Rajasthan Patrika and on NPR.
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